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BLADE

Запрашиваемая цена

Построена

EUR 5 500 000

2009 (Рефит 2016, Мелкий ремонт 2020), MMGI Shipyard, Italy

Длина

Ширина

Осадка

Валовой тоннаж

44м (144,4фт)

8м (26,3фт)

1,6м (5,2фт)

289

Круизная скорость

Максимальная скорость

Дальность хода

Флаг

Местоположение

12 Узлов

30 Узлов

1 000 nm

Malta

West Mediterranean

Класс

Дизайн экстерьра

Дизайн интерьера

RINA, MCA Compliant

A Lab

A Lab/ Michela Reverberi

Конструкция корпуса

Корпус - Aluminium, Надстройка - Aluminium

Команда

Размещение

Количество гостевых кают

8

9

5 cabins (4 × double, 1 × single)

Двигатели

Propulsion

2 × 1 800hp Caterpillar

Triple waterjet diesel yacht

Примечание

View yacht on website
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BLADE
BLADE

Ключевые особенности

The aptly-named BLADE has been carving through the

Striking design and efficient hull shape incorporating a wave
piercing bow

seas since her delivery in 2009 by the Cantiere MMGI
yard in Montfalcone, Italy. This sleek 44m (144.4ft)
aluminium-built yacht features naval architecture by
Navirex, Mario Grasso's Genoa-based studio, with
striking exteriors designed by The A Lab and
contemporary open-plan interiors by Michela

Full elevator access to all decks, with direct access from the
owner's stateroom
Over-sized windows in the light filled main saloon

Reverberi's studio in Rome.
Her clean-lined sun deck, surrounded by glass breeze screens,

Extensive open sundeck, perfect for larger groups

has a fully-equipped sit-up bar forward of an al fresco dining area
for 10 with a spacious and versatile lounge area aft, ahead of a
flybridge. An all-decks elevator makes her wheelchair friendly

Terraced aft deck leading down to the swim platform

and steps lead down to the main deck aft where a gentle cascade

2 x 2,640hp Caterpillar engines

of teak terraces leads down to the swim platform.
Sliding mirrored-glass doors forward open into a main saloon
whose floor-to-ceiling windows and teak flooring create the

Cruising speed 12 knots, max speed 30 knots

impression of still being outside but with all the shelter of an
interior. There is a fully-equipped bar port aft and a forwardfacing TV starboard aft facing a lounge area with a large white
leather Chesterfield-style sofa to starboard opposite deep-blue
suede armchairs. Forward of that is a formal dining area for 10
beneath a Jeff Koons-style chandelier and steps to port lead to
the accommodation on the lower deck.
Her vast, full-beam owner's suite is aft, with three hull ports
filling the space with natural light. The double bed is offset to
port, there is an intimate private lounge to starboard, and an en
suite showeroom adjacent to a walk-in wardrobe. Three further
similarly stylish double cabins and a single cabin complete
versatile accommodation for nine guests in five cabins, and up
to nine crew take care of them.
Her raised foredeck conceals a crane that launches her Castoldi
Jet 23 tender with 315hp inboard engine and a range of other
water toys.
Twin Caterpillar engines are complimented by a gas turbine, for
when speed is of the essence, and can propel her to a top speed of
30 knots. For longer passages, cruising at 12 knots will allow for
a range of 1,000nm. Zero speed stabilisers ensure comfort at
anchor.
Burgess is delighted to offer BLADE exclusively for sale. Last
refitted in 2016, she presents in beautiful condition, all
expressions of interest are welcomed and inspection by
appointment is highly recommended.
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Main saloon

Dining
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Master cabin
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Aft deck
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Sun deck dining

Sun deck seating
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Foredeck

Cruising
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Лондон

Монако

Нью-Йорк

Майами

Дубай

+44 20 7766 4300

+377 97 97 81 21

+1 212 223 0410

+1 305 672 0150

+971 4 425 5874

Гонконг

Беверли-Хиллз

Москва

Пальма

Афины

+852 6496 2094

+1 310 424 5112

+7 499 220 2402

+34 971 495 413

+30 210 967 1661

Сингапур

Пхукет

Токио

Сидней

Мумбаи

+65 9665 8990

+66 7623 9739

+81 46 738 8612

+61 499 945 557

+91 98211 67253

Advertising of these vessel(s) in printed publications, on the internet or in any other medium is not permitted without prior written permission from
Burgess. All particulars are given in good faith and are believed correct but they cannot be guaranteed.
Last updated: 13 августа 2021
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